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Dimensions Of Globalization
Nowadays globalization processes have become all-embracing. But at the same time,
despite the ever-increasing flow of publications on globalization, our understanding and
knowledge of it still leaves much to be desired. Especially it concerns the global
processes in general, of which globalization is a part. We also need to systematize our
ideas about globalization and Global Studies to somehow fit the realities. In particular,
this concerns the education process, because the current state of education will
determine the way people will perceive reality in the forthcoming decades. This
yearbook aims at contributing to the solution of these important tasks. It is the third in
the series of yearbooks titled Globalistics and Globalization Studies. This year it has the
following subtitle: Aspects & Dimensions of Global Views. Its authors consider
globalization and Global Studies in different dimensions and aspects: philosophical,
methodological, and pedagogical, in terms of various processes, problems and
perspectives. Of course, to some extent this means that this yearbook presents rather
diverse materials. But globalization itself is very diverse. And its comprehension may
proceed in the framework of different theoretical approaches and points of view. In the
present yearbook one can find perceptions of globalization and Global Studies by a
number of scholars from different countries of the world and learn rather peculiar
visions of globalization by the Russian scientists and educators. The yearbook will be
interesting to a wide range of researchers, teachers, students and all those who pay
attention to global issues.
"This book uses critical discourse analysis to investigate relations between discourse
and other dimensions (economic, political, social and cultural) of contemporary
processes of globalization, and the effects that discourse has on globalization. It uses
an innovative approach which combines critical discourse analysis with "cultural"
political economy to develop a new theory of the relationship between discourse and
other dimensions of globalization, and it shows how analysis of texts can be coherently
integrated within political economic analysis. There are chapters on the globalization
and Europeanization of nation-states, the relationship between the real processes of
globalization and discourses of globalization, the impact of the media on globalization
and the strategies of people in local communities to adapt to globalization or resist its
negative effects. The book focuses on "globalism" as the dominant neo-liberal
discourse of globalization and includes a chapter which interprets the "war on terror" as
part of global strategy. Examples are drawn from a variety of different countries
including the USA, Britain, Romania, Hungary and Thailand, and discussion of these
examples includes analysis of specific texts"
We live today in an interconnected world in which ordinary people can became instant
online celebrities to fans thousands of miles away, in which religious leaders can
influence millions globally, in which humans are altering the climate and environment,
and in which complex social forces intersect across continents. This is globalization. In
the fifth edition of his bestselling Very Short Introduction Manfred B. Steger considers
the major dimensions of globalization: economic, political, cultural, ideological, and
ecological. He looks at its causes and effects, and engages with the hotly contested
question of whether globalization is, ultimately, a good or a bad thing. From climate
change to the Ebola virus, Donald Trump to Twitter, trade wars to China's growing
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global profile, Steger explores today's unprecedented levels of planetary integration as
well as the recent challenges posed by resurgent national populism. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts,
analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
Explores globalization from economic, political, cultural, ideological, and environmental
perspectives, discussing the major causes and consequences of globalization and
whether it is a good or bad phenomenon.

Offering a new framework for the cultural study of globalization, Modernity at
Large shows how the imagination works as a social force in today's world,
providing new resources for identity and energies for creating alternatives to the
nation-state, whose era some see as coming to an end. Appadurai examines the
current epoch of globalization, which is characterized by the win forces of mass
migration and electronic mediation, and provides fresh ways of looking at popular
consumption patters, debates about multiculturalism, and ethnic violence. He
considers the way images--of lifestyles, popular culture, and selfrepresentation--circulate internationally through the media and are often
borrowed in surprising (to their originators) and inventive fashions.
The World Commission on the Social Dimension of Globalization was established
as an independent body by the International Labour Organization in February
2002, in light of the unprecedented socio-economic changes implemented by
globalisation trends. This report explores how the ILO can help promote the
objective that decent work should become a global goal. It examines six broad
policy themes related to: national policies to address globalisation; decent work in
global production systems; growth, investment and employment; constructing a
socio-economic floor; the global economy and the cross-border movement of
people; and strengthening the international labour standards system. The report
also discusses how the ILO can respond to the Commission's call for the
multilateral system to enhance participation and accountability and to make a full
contribution to the building of a social dimension for globalisation.
Globalization: The Key Concepts presents an accessible and provocative guide
to the way we live now.
Globalisation affects the enterprises and workers of nearly all countries, in goods
as well as services sectors. This book is part of a series of seven country studies
on the soical impact of globalisation. This study outlines some recent trends in
globalisation and social progress, assesses the social effects and examines a
variety of policy issued, including international integration, changing labour
market conditions, protection against labour and social insecurities, and labour
management relations.
This volume provides a comprehensive account of the European Union’s social role in the
world, assessing the EU’s ability to shape the social aspect of globalization from both law and
political science perspectives. Focusing explicitly on the EU, the authors address the extent of
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coherence between the Union’s international social objectives compared with the activities of
the International Labour Organization (ILO) and with other EU foreign policy goals. Various
dimensions of Europe’s global social role are addressed, including: the social dimension of EU
trade relations the involvement of civil society in EU development policies the linkage between
the EU’s internal and external ‘social model’ the export of Europe’s social acquis through
enlargement and neighbourhood policies the EU’s international position on health, gender
equality, children’s rights, and corporate social responsibility the role of the Union in the ILO
The European Union and the Social Dimension of Globalization will be of strong interest to
students and researchers in EU studies, Globalization studies, and Social Policy.
The rapid global expansion of Pentecostal Christianity is one of the most striking religious
phenomena in our contemporary world. Today, Pentecostalism is by no means some marginal
or peculiar denomination within world Christianity. It is not simply a niche product in the global
religious market, but the most dynamic and fastest growing religious movement within the
contemporary Christian world. From Singapore over Brazil to Ghana, Pentecostal Christians
are historically and presently rooted in many cultural contexts throughout the world. As such,
Pentecostalism is a religious movement that is both shaped by globalization processes, but
also a major contributor to the globalization of religion. Until recently, social-scientific
approaches to Christianity have often been informed by a rather selective understanding of
Christianity, stressing its ascetic components premised on a body-spirit dualism and seeing its
importance mainly as a harbinger of secular modernity. Hence, where Christianity was studied
outside the 'West' it has usually been peripheral and viewed as an alien intrusion, undermining
local cosmologies. However, rather than a religious rejection of the world, Pentecostalism
accommodates to the world and modernity. It transcends locality by promulgating a universal
'imaginary of the world', while at the same time incorporating itself successfully into the sociocultural contexts of any new cultures it encounters. The fundamental 'fluidity' of the
transnational Pentecostal network is conducive for its flexibility to react on the enormous
upheavals and changes in a globalized world and to accommodate to them in constructive
ways. Thus, Pentecostalism can be regarded as a paradigmatic case of a 'glocalized' religion:
it has the ability to adapt itself to local conditions while maintaining and preserving its distinct
religious features at the same time. This study focuses on the different theoretical attempts
made to explain the massive global expansion of Pe
Dilip K. Das succintly covers the principal normative and positive strands that one needs to be
properly familiar with in the area of economic globalization. The selection and rejection of
themes for coverage in the book has been carefully done. The picture of globalization has
been painted with a broad brush. The unique feature that distinguishes it from the competition
is its succinct coverage of numerous, carefully selected, thematic issues that falls under the
rubric of globalization. The book is easy to access for the target readership because of its
descriptive analysis style.
Arjun Appadurai’s 1996 collection of essays Modernity At Large: Cultural Dimensions of
Globalization helped reshape how anthropologists, geographers and philosophers saw and
understood the key topic of our times: globalization. Globalization has long been recognized as
one of the crucial factors shaping the modern world – a force that allows goods, people,
money, information and culture to flow across borders with relative ease. But if globalization is
reshaping the world, it is also viewed with increasing suspicion – and it is still not clear how to
understand and conceptualise the huge shifts that are taking place. Appadurai’s work is now
considered one of the most influential contributions to the field, largely because of its brilliantly
creative approach to the conceptual problems posed by the deep and rapid changes that are
involved. Critical thinking lies at the heart of the author’s approach to his writing. A common
tactic among gifted creative thinkers is to shift a problem or argument into a novel interpretative
framework, and this is exactly what Appadurai did. Modernity at Large interrogates modernity
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through Appadurai’s notion of ‘scapes,’ a set of separate, interacting flows that, he suggests,
cross the globalized world: ethnoscapes (the flow of people), mediascapes (flow of media),
technoscapes (technological interactions), financescapes (capital flow), and ideoscapes (the
flow of ideologies). By constructing this creative framework, it becomes possible to undertake,
as Appadurai does, a brilliant and original investigation of what globalization really means.

Seminar paper from the year 2016 in the subject Cultural Studies - Basics and
Definitions, University of Applied Sciences Emden/Leer, language: English, abstract: In
this paper the importance of the cultural differences, especially the national culture,
should be clarified because in times of globalization it's unalterable to consider such
different characteristics in the daily business. For the topic of national culture the culture
model of Hofstede is still representative but this theory is meanwhile out of date and
there exist newer models which give new insights in this specific topic. This paper gives
an overview about the model of Hofstede and two newer theories with regard to a
created thesis. The models exhibit several differences which enable to survey the topic
national culture under a variety of aspects. The conclusion makes clear that other
aspects should be also considered beside the cultural differences especially in
business relationships. In the late 1960s and the early 1970s a Dutch social researcher
named Geert Hofstede conducted about the influences of national culture in the
workplace. Until this point of time his study was the most extensive one in this specific
field of research. In the following decades additional surveys carried out and were more
and more popular. They built on Hofstede's culture model and modify it. For example
the culture dimensions of Alfons Trompenaars or the globe study. In the following essay
Hofstede's model should be examined with the help of prevailing research results,
transpire comparisons and differences. This subject of national culture should be
considered consistently with leadership.
"Smith and Johnston bring together essays that assess the implications of globalization
of political mobilization and explore the way that social movement actors are able to
affect change in global political processes. Most of the material focuses on how global
forces impact particular organizations or campaigns, but two chapters explore the
building of transnational networks by environmental and other groups. Specific topics
include Irish transnational social movements, the shaping of protected area systems in
less developed countries, the anti-dam movement in Brazil, and the U.S.-Central
American peace movement." -- BookNews.
This book offers a clear and concise account of the key debates in the globalization
literature, serving as an accessible introduction to students new to the topic. It deals
even-handedly with all the various dimensions of globalization - political, economic,
social and cultural - and particularly draws attention to the role of people in processes
of globalization. The book's historical dimension and its multicultural focus ensure that
globalization is shown neither to be an inexorable process nor one that can be equated
simply with Westernization.
Since 1889, The American Academy of Political and Social Science has served as a
forum for the free exchange of ideas among the well informed and intellectually curious.
In this era of specialization, few scholarly periodicals cover the scope of societies and
politics like The ANNALS. Each volume is guest edited by outstanding scholars and
experts in the topics studied and presents more than 200 pages of timely, in-depth
research on a significant topic of concern-- http://ann.sagepub.com.
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The rapid global expansion of Pentecostal Christianity is one of the most striking
religious phenomena in our contemporary world. Today, Pentecostalism is by no means
some marginal or peculiar denomination within world Christianity. It is not simply a
niche product in the global religious market, but the most dynamic and fastest growing
religious movement within the contemporary Christian world. From Singapore over
Brazil to Ghana, Pentecostal Christians are historically and presently rooted in many
cultural contexts throughout the world. As such, Pentecostalism is a religious
movement that is both shaped by globalization processes, but also a major contributor
to the globalization of religion. Until recently, social-scientific approaches to Christianity
have often been informed by a rather selective understanding of Christianity, stressing
its ascetic components premised on a body-spirit dualism and seeing its importance
mainly as a harbinger of secular modernity. Hence, where Christianity was studied
outside the ‘West’ it has usually been peripheral and viewed as an alien intrusion,
undermining local cosmologies. However, rather than a religious rejection of the world,
Pentecostalism accommodates to the world and modernity. It transcends locality by
promulgating a universal ‘imaginary of the world’, while at the same time incorporating
itself successfully into the socio-cultural contexts of any new cultures it encounters. The
fundamental ‘fluidity’ of the transnational Pentecostal network is conducive for its
flexibility to react on the enormous upheavals and changes in a globalized world and to
accommodate to them in constructive ways. Thus, Pentecostalism can be regarded as
a paradigmatic case of a ‘glocalized’ religion: it has the ability to adapt itself to local
conditions while maintaining and preserving its distinct religious features at the same
time. This study focuses on the different theoretical attempts made to explain the
massive global expansion of Pentecostalism, and its relation to broader processes of
globalization. It discusses to what extent and in what complex ways the Pentecostal
movement is interrelated to processes of cultural globalization. By looking at the
internal religious characteristics of Pentecostal discourse and discursive practices, and
their articulations within the external circumstances of globalization, it tries to untangle
some of the complexities that emerge when theorizing the globalization of
Pentecostalism.
This book discusses eight dimensions of globalization—world order, culture, the state,
information technology, economics, production, development, and Bretton Woods
Institutions—from the perspective of four diverse sociological paradigms: functionalist,
interpretive, radical humanist, and radical structuralist. This multi-perspective approach
forces readers to abandon their preconcieved assumptions and allows them the
opportunity to view globalization through new eyes. Kavous Ardalan argues that social
theory can usefully be conceived in terms of these four key paradigms because each
one is founded upon different assumptions about the nature of social science and each
one generates useful theories, concepts, and analytical tools. This method facilitates
distancing from one's favored paradigm and appreciating other available approaches to
better understand social phenomena. The knowledge of paradigms increases
awareness of the boundaries and limitations of each individual paradigm. While most
books on the topic focus on particular aspects of globalization from specific viewpoints,
this fair and unbiased volume provides readers with a balanced understanding of
globalization.
Today science is moving in the direction of synthesis of the achievements of various
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academic disciplines. The idea to prepare and present to the international academic
milieu, a multidimensional approach to globalization phenomenon is an ambitious
undertaking. The book The Systemic Dimension of Globalization consists of 14
chapters divided into three sections: Globalization and Complex Systems; Globalization
and Social Systems; Globalization and Natural Systems. The Authors of respective
chapters represent a great diversity of disciplines and methodological approaches as
well as a variety of academic culture. This is the value of this book and this merit will be
appreciated by a global community of scholars.
Dilip K. Das succinctly covers the principal normative and positive strands that one
needs to be properly familiar with in the area of economic globalization. The selection
and rejection of themes for coverage in the book has been carefully done. The picture
of globalization has been painted with a broad brush. The unique feature that
distinguishes it from the competition is its succinct coverage of numerous, carefully
selected, thematic issues that falls under the rubric of globalization. The book is easy to
access for the target readership because of its descriptive analysis style.
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